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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that ‘I, DANIEL SHRYOGK, of 

Hannibal, Marion county, Missouri, have in 
vented a new and useful Device for Hanging 
Charts, &e., of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion: 
‘This invention relates to a novel and conven 

ient arrangement of swinging racks or brackets 
for the support and display of a series of charts, 
maps, or other printed or pictorial representa 
tions. 
The accompanying drawing is a perspective 

View of a series of charts arranged and supported 
on my plan. 7 

A and B- eonstitute the vertical and horizontal 
portions of a bracket, of which parts the vertical 
portion A is attached to a wall or other station 
ary or convenient object; and the portion B ear 
ries a bolt or pivot, 0', for the eyes D or perfo 
rated extremities of a series of rods, D E, from 

‘ "which the charts F or other printed or pictorial 
Projecting horizontally . sheets are suspended. 

or nearly so from the portion A is a wire loop or 
staple, G, whose part most distant from A is 
curved slightly upward. The ends of this staple, 
which enter grooves a a’ in the part A, are se 
cured ?rmly therein by a pin,jH, but can be with 
drawn by removal of the pin. Strung or rove 
upon the staple G are a series of rings, I, from 
which as many wires J extend obliquely and tar 
minate in hooks K, that engage in eyes L upon 
the rods E, so as to support the latter in a hori 
zontal position under all circumstances. The 
eyes D of all the rods except the middle one, 
while all of them are horizontal, extend laterally 
and downward‘a greateror less distance, which 
distance is greatest for those nearest the outside, 
so as to bring all of the rods E into the repre 
sented compact and parallel position with respect 
to each other when folded‘ back in either direc 
tion. In arranging the eyes upon the pivot an 
outside one is ?rst applied_—superimposed by 
that on the opposite side-and so on, alternate 
ly, ?rst on one side and then on the other side, 

until all are applied. By this alternate applica 
tion of them the moving of one red does not at 
feet that next to it, and, consequently, all the 
rods and their suspended sheets in rear of the 
one moved remain undisturbed. 
The sheets of ‘music, charts, or other repre 

sentations may be attached back to back so as 
to give two subjects to each sheet, and each sheet 
being attached by its upper edge to a rod the 
several sheets are arranged in proper order, and 
their eyes are arranged alternately by superposi 
tion upon the pivot-bolt, and their rings are rove 
in proper relative order upon the staple, which 
is then secured in the postA, as above explained. 
When not desired for immediate use the ‘entire 
set may be folded either to the right or to the 
left against the wall 5 but should it be desired to 
examine or expose any chart in rear of the front 
one,.it is readily accomplished for the front side 
of such chart by folding to the right or left, as 
the case maybe, all in front of it, and for the rear 
of such chart, folding also the chart itself; it‘ 
being observable that the obverse or reverse of 
any sheet can be instantaneously exposed by 
turning or folding either to the right or to the 
left. 
The effect of the upturned and curved staple 

in conjunction with the wires J is to support each 
and every sheet at its proper elevation in every 
position at which it can be placed. 

I claim herein as new and of my invention— ' 
l. The described arrangement of rods E, eyes 

D, oblique wires ‘J, and staple G, for the purpose 
set forth. 

2. In the described combination with the above, 
the described mode of securing the staple G in 
the post. 7 

In testimony of which invention I hereunto set 
my hand. ' - . - 

DANIEL SHRYOOK. 

Witnesses: , 

GEO. H. KNIGHT, 
JAMES H. LAYMAN. 


